
 

Scientists turn pineapple waste into high-
value aerogels
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Formosa pineapples in the Philippines. Almost three times as much pineapple
leaf waste is generated for every kilogram of produced fruit. Credit: Judgefloro

Harvesting of pineapples, a widely grown tropical fruit, leaves behind
tons of agricultural residues which are usually burned or left to rot,
creating undesirable greenhouse gases and other pollutants. But a new
process promises to convert the waste into high value aerogels, cheaply
and cleanly.
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Aerogels are among the lightest solid materials known and are created by
combining a polymer with a solvent to form a gel, and then removing the
liquid from the gel and replacing it with air. They are extremely porous
and have low density but remain firm to the touch.

Duong Hai Minh, a professor at the National University of Singapore's
(NUS) department of mechanical engineering, estimates that every year
76.4 million tons of pineapple leaf waste is generated. He believes, this
could release harmful chemicals and greenhouse gases that can cause
serious environmental problems.

"For each kilogram of the fruit produced, almost three times as much
pineapple leaf waste is generated. Farmers saddled with this bulky and
fibrous by-product usually burn, compost, or repurpose it as animal
feed," says Duong.

He and other NUS engineers have published their study on making
aerogels from pineapple waste in the upcoming December edition of the
Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering.

Commercial aerogels, used primarily for heat and sound insulation, are
costly and the manufacturing process typically involves release of toxic
levels of carbon, says Duong. His process uses pineapple leaf fibers to
create ultra-light, biodegradable aerogels. They are effective as oil
absorbents and for heat and sound insulation.

"We also have also demonstrated their potential applications in food
preservation and wastewater treatment—this is a big step toward
sustainable agriculture and waste management," he says.

Duong has been working on recycling different materials into aerogels
for more than a decade. He has previously developed and patented
techniques for creating aerogels from old rubber tires, coffee grounds
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and plastic bottles.

"Our latest work, to make eco-aerogels using agricultural and food waste
, started in August 2016 and took three years to achieve promising
results," says Duong. "We have also successfully produced eco-aerogels
using sugarcane bagasse, coffee grounds and okra."

In the new process, pineapple fibers are extracted from the leaves using
a decortication machine and then mixed with cross-linker polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) and cured at 80 degrees Celsius to promote cross-linking
between the fibers and PVA. On average, it takes 10—12 hours to
produce aerogels from the raw materials, which is much faster than
comparable processes.

"A one square meter sheet of eco-aerogel, measuring one centimeter in
thickness, costs less than US$7 to produce, and can be sold for between
US$22 and US$37. A commercially manufactured thermal insulation
sheet made using conventional aerogels of about the same size may retail
for more than US$220."

The NUS team is working with partners to pilot the large-scale
production of these eco-aerogels for high-value applications such as food
preservation, heat insulation, noise reduction, oil-spill cleaning and
reusable masks for filtering toxic gases, dust particles and bacteria.

Pineapple is one of the most favored fruits in the world. The three
biggest producers globally are Costa Rica, Brazil and the Philippines.

"The advanced technology to convert low-value pineapple residues into
high-value engineering aerogels for food preservation and wastewater
treatment will increase people's awareness of environmental protection
by turning waste into useful materials with novel, interesting
applications," says Phung Le, director of Refinery and Petrochemicals
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and the Technology Research Center at Ho Chi Minh City University of
Technology, Vietnam.

"Although a complete procedure of waste recycling has not been
developed thoroughly, this is an important step towards sustainable
development to build creative and innovative thinking of our young
generation about helping the environment and preserving nature," he
adds.

Stephen Steiner, president of Aerogel Technologies, Boston, Mass., says
the pineapple waste-derived eco-aerogels described in the study shows
how "pore-solid architected materials that provide many of the value-
added functional behaviors of traditional aerogels can be created at a
fraction of the cost."

"One especially compelling aspect of the present work is that not only
are the raw materials cheap, they can potentially be obtained at negative
cost to the manufacturer," says Steiner. "With ancillary advantages such
as potential for biocompatibility and biodegradability, Duong's eco-
aerogels provide potential for applications ranging from insulation to
packaging to medical technologies."

  More information: Zi En Lim et al. Functionalized pineapple aerogels
for ethylene gas adsorption and nickel (II) ion removal applications, 
Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering (2020). DOI:
10.1016/j.jece.2020.104524
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